The decoupled direct method for sensitivity analysis in a three-dimensional air quality model--implementation, accuracy, and efficiency.
The decoupled direct method (DDM) has been implemented in a three-dimensional (3D) air quality model in order to calculate first-order sensitivities with respect to emissions and initial and boundary concentrations. This required deriving new equations for the sensitivities from the equations of the hybrid chemistry solver and the nonlinear advection algorithm in the model. The sensitivities for the chemistry and advection steps were tested in box-model and rotating-hill simulations, respectively. The complete model was then applied to an ozone episode of the Lake Michigan region during July 7-13, 1995. The DDM was found to be highly accurate for calculating the sensitivity of the 3D model. The sensitivities obtained by perturbing the inputs (brute-force method) converged toward the DDM sensitivities, as the brute-force perturbations became small. Ozone changes predicted with the DDM sensitivities were also compared to actual changes obtained from simulations with reduced inputs. For 40% reductions in volatile organic compound and/or NOx emissions,the predicted changes correlate highly with the actual changes and are directionally correct for nearly all grid cells in the modeling domain. However, the magnitude of the predicted changes is 10-20% smaller than the actual changes on average. Agreement between predicted and actual ozone changes is better for 40% reductions in initial or boundary concentrations. Calculating one sensitivity by the DDM is up to 2.5 times faster than calculating the concentrations alone.